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PREFACE
This study of demand conditions for water in a sub-arctic
of a series of continuing and related research orojects.
been concerned with the physi ca 1 and economi c en vi ronment
opment and political boundaries have been similar in each
comnun ity is one
This series has
and urban devel-
of these s tudi es.
.'
The first of these projects were completed in 1965. They are -- Ice Fog: LO\~
Temperature Air Pollution Defined With Fairbanks as the Type Locality,
(Geophysical Institute, 1965), and Prices and Costs in the North Star Borough,
Alaska, (Institute of Business, Economic and Government Research, 1965). The
. second portion of the series has been published since 1967. It is represen-
ted by Natural Resource Base of the Fairbanks-North Star Borough, Alaska,
(Mi neral Industri es Research Laboratory, 1967); ~conomi c Base of the Fai 1'-
banks North Star Borough, ·Alaska, (Institute of Social Economic and Govern-
ment Research, 1967), and its s uppl ement Economi c Impact of the Fai rbanks
Flood of August, 1967.
This report was prepared by Insti tute personnel from an incomplete manuscri pt
left by the author when he terminated his employment at the University of
Alaska in 1967. The Institute feels the report fai rly describes the \1ork
reported by Dr. Haring, since no conceptual changes were made in the content.
He feel it to be unfortunate that Dr. Haring refused to cooperate fully with
the final phases of this project.
The report is dated as published, but some worthwhile information is included.
However, because of the Principal Investigator's lack of cooperation, the
Institute is obliged to mention that the contents do not necessarily signify
the organization's views or approval, and that the report is published as. a
means of satisfying contraetural reqUirements.
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I NT RODUCTI ON
Manufacturing and domestic uses of water are very important to local com-
nllinities throughout Alaska, although manufacturing typically represents
relatively high levels of consumption in terms of population use equiv-
alents. This study is concerned principally with the present \~ater use
practices and associated problems in the private sector of the North Star
Borough, Alaska.
PURPOSES AND RESEARCH PROBLEM
The overall research problem concerns estimation of water uses by Fairbanks
manufacturers and househol ds, and therefore the purposes of the study are:
(1) To estimate water use characteristics of particular seg-
ments of the 1oca1 economy,
(2) To indi-cate water quality issues associated with various
types of economic utilization, and
(3) To review the pricing and costs associated with various
types of water use, and non- pri ci ng regu 1atory provi s ions
in effect.
The period of study was primarily 1965-1966 although subsequent information
was added to update the initial examination of demand conditions.
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BACKGROUND
The current investigation of demand conditions for water in the Fairbanks
area was significantly affected by the local physical environment and the
Economic conditions which prevailed UD to 1965.
HISTORICAL PATTERN OF LAND USE
The land use patterns and economic organization of the City of Fairbanks
in the period 1965-1967 developed from a long series of construction and
rebuilding of the downtown district. The lack of and faulty plumbing
(water and waste faci 1i ti es) were major reasons why much of the Fai rbanks
commercial sector and housing areas ~Iere rated dilapidated in 1958 (Bureau
of Census, 1963). In large part, those poor condition residences near the
downtown core were demolished and replaced with commercial buildings or
parking space since that time. Older commercial buildings frequently had
gone througfla series of repair and modernization efforts. By 1966 com-
mercial and industrial land use had stabilized, and this approximate allo-
cation of industry to land resources remained through mid-1968. Several
features of tltis:.;land L'se pattern are especially important to a subsequent
analysis of utility services and private demand for water. They are:
(1) The relatively sparse and discontinuous density of pop-
ulat ion (res i denti a1 structures and comme rei a1 enter-
prises) occurs throughout the urban areas inside and
surrounding the City. These conditions, in turn, have
been attributable to:
Cal Consumer choice to reside away from the
urban u core ",
(bl Intervening large blocks of public land
spread throughout, and control of the more
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desirable and buildable land in the hands
of real estate developers and hOJ1Esteaders
(e.g., near monopoly in the higher income
nei ghborhoods), and
(c) Restrictions in land suitability \>Ihich stem
from the local physical geology of the area,
a matter discussed subsequently.
(2) A gradual decentralization of the business district, or
splintering of it, is apparent with extension occurring
principallY southward along Cushman Avenue, and at the
College and LeJ1Eta suburban locations. (See Figure 1.)
(3) Erratic spatial development of an industrial complex.
Fairbanks industries, such as light manufacturing and
prefabrication, forest products manufacturing, construc-
tion and equipment-intensive logistics are found scat-
tered here and there on practically every accessible
road. From related studies it would appear the follow-
ing conditiom best explain how this came to pass:
(a) The vas t proporti on of indus tri a1 fi rms grew
up locally from small family-owned propri-
etorships, which were often situated on home-
steads or in residential areas.
(b) In the last fel'/ years, industrial dependence
upon railroad transportation has shifted sig-
nificantly and allowed these businesses to
expand operations based principally on high-
way and mixed-mode transportation.
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Figure 1
(c) Of the industrial and wholesale enterprises which
operated in the Fa; rbanks areas in 1958, an unus-
ually high number of them have lost commercial
buildings due to fire, flood and general deterior-
ati on. Poor quality des i nn and cons tructi on, and
poor location probably have hastened these capital
los ses.
Thus, and in spite of the limited industrial and consumer markets in the
Interior Alaska region, Fairbanks industrial areas are several and scattered.
In 1958 city governmental boundaries encompassed practically all of the com-
mercial and industrial sector and much of the residential district. However,
by 1966 these boundaries barely confined 30 percent of overall economic act-
ivity, although still a very large proportion of retail sales. In this Hay
most new construct'ion, and hence the demand for additional utility services,
has occurred principally outside the jurisdiction of the r~unieipal Utilities
System for water supply purposes.
CRITIqUE OF PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT AFFECTING PRIVATE WATER USES
SUi'face water is ,available in ample quantities from the Chena River (including
Chena Slough) ~Ihich has an average discharge of 1,344 cfs. Apparently the use
of this surface water as a direct municipal supply has not been seriously con-
sidered at the various times additional production facilities were added.
Instead the principal source is groundwater of the Tanana floodplain.
The City of Fairbanks is situated on a great aquifer fed by runoff from the
north side of the Alaska Range, as well as by local streams. However, the
differences betwe~n the uplands and the Tanana Valley lowland are of great
economi c importance in terms of the respecti ve \1ater supply conditi ons whi eil
exist. Wells at any appreciable distance from the valley sides have not
penetrated through to the bedrock. Hells dri lled close to the bedrock bluffs
(as at the University of Alaska) proceed 90 feet or more before striking
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bedrock. The alluvium of the valley is directly recharged by rain and snow.
Taken in perspective Cederstrom described the water supply situation as:
(It) constitutes a groundvlater reservoi r of almost limitless cap-
acity. I n so far as present and foreseeab 1e needs are concerned,
in the area around Fairbanks and Fort \Jainvlright, the limitations
that might be encountered in any well developed plan that might be
conceived are those imposed by factors such as economics, mechanics
of well construction, and quality of water obtained, rather than
those pertai ni ng to permeabi 1i ty, recharge, or storage capaci ty of
the sediments. In the imnediate vicinity of Fairbanks, the concept
of safe yields is at best of only academic interest.
Practically every Vlell that has been drilled on the floodplain
near Fairbanks has a high yield. No failures due to lack of a
suitable water bearing~ formation are known. It appears that ex-
ceedi ng1y hi gh yields can be obtai ned anywhere even from poorly
constructed \'Iells that, ordinarily, are less than 250 feet deep.
The depth to static, or nonpumping, water level ordinarily is
about 10 or 12 feet below the 1and surface, and it is not knoVln
to be more theW 16 feet be10Vl the land surface anyv/here.
Groundwater of the Floodp"lai n
Typical water yields for 2 inch \'iells from the floodplain range from 30 gpm
to as much as 50 gpm. In good highly permeable aquifers, properly developed
6 inch wells can deliver 150 gom with 22 feet of dra'lidm·tn. An 18 inch dia-
meter well, owned by the Fairbanks Municipal Utilities, has yielded 3400 gpm.
Specific capacities (gpm per foot of drawdown) of 300 and 600 have been
repo rted.
Obviously, the quantity of groundwater in the floodplain is not a pressing
problem. There are, however, two factors that introduce serious qualitative
difficulties. They are (1) permafrost and (2) poor water quality. Wilere the
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permafrost table is below the water table, domestic \'iater might be obtained
from shallovi wells, although the supply might be sorrel-that more limited, i.e.,
as on a perched water table. These sources of water are quite susceptible to
contamination. If the level of the water table is only a short distance above
permafrost, the potential public health problems are accentuated.
Generally, permafrost is present on the floodplain except near streams or
recently abandoned stream channels. \-Jhere undisturbed, the depth to the
permafrost table ranges from 2 to more than 4 feet. Where the cover has been
cleared for many years, the frost table mav have receded to considerable depths.
There are a vari ety of reasons why it may be neces s ary for domes ti c we 11 s to
penetrate permafrost:
(1) There may not be any ground water above the frost, or too
little of it, or
(2) To find better water at a greater depth although there is
no assurance that better water will be found.
The thickness of permafrost varies greatly on the floodplain, and depths of
265 feet have been reported. In these cases it may be necessary to institute
anti-freezing procedures, such as pouring hot water dO\'in the well periodically.
~Iint~r frost is also troublesome to public water systems. The City of Fair-
banks, Pub 1i c Hea lth Servi ce, State Depa rtment of Hea lth and We lfa re, and
local Military installations all have experienced difficulties with \'iater
distribution in cold regions. The City of Fairbanks has solved the freezing
problem in the following way:
(1) By forcing water to circulate slowly from the main lines into
each bUilding and back to the main line stream of water, and
(2) Introduci ng heat into the water supp ly. At Fai rbanks, the
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velocity in the main line is 3 feet/sec., and in distribution
lines 0.2 feet/sec., (Huggs, 1963). Hater mains are buried
about 6 feet deep. 11any engineering problems are encountered
in installing and operatin9 water and sewage systems in cold
climates, (Huggs, 1962).
Poor water quality is a major oroblem in the Tanana floodplain. For practical
purposes, all the vlater in the Fairbanks area is usable for irrigation and
livestock. The quality of water pumped from the Tanana alluvium varies greatly
within a short distance, such as 50 feet. This condition is due to the irre9-
ular arrangement of lenses of silt, sand and gravel. Organic material will be
found at almost any depth. For example, a vlell drilled several years ago,
just dOl'lI1stream from the Cushman Street bri dge on the ri ght side of the Chena
River, had to be abandoned at a depth in excess of 150 feet. A log had been
struck that completely stopped drilling progress. Abandoned slough channels
and sVla1es on the surface contain large amounts of other organic material,
e.g., decayed grass, moss, and even animal remains. One might encounter this
kind of organic matter at any practical depth.
The quality of vlatel' from the floodplain is described by Cederstrom as
follows:
The water may be characteri zed as an alkali ne, moderately hard'to
hard calcium bicarbonate water which ordinarily contains appreciable
or objectionable quantities of iron. Objectionable quantities of
manganese also were generally associ ated with the high i ron content
in the samples analyzed. Sulfate \~as high in a very few samples.
Chloride and fluoride were low. A few samples had a relatively
high content of nitrate which suggests possible pollution.
The hardness of the water from the wells rarely is less than 100
pp.m and more commonly ranges from 100 to 300 ppm. Only a little
of the hardness is of the non-carbonate ('permanent') type, but
exceptions may occur; water from well 219 in Fairbanks had a total
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hardness of 281 of which 32 ppm was of the non-carbonate type.
Most ground water from the floor of the Tanana Valley in Fairbanks
and the vicinity is characterized by moderate to high hardness,
low sulfate relative to bicarbonate content, and moderate to high
iron content. For convenience, \vatel' of this type I'li 11 be referred
to as Fai rbanks-type water.
The association of iron with organic material is illustrated by tile fact that
logs exhumed from the alluvium, after d~ying, are noted to be rust colored.
Rain striking such logs washes the color off and often rusty streaks are found
downslope from the logs.
Although the I-later hardness is a troublesome aspect of local ground ~Iater
suppl ies, the iron-high content really makes the Fai rbanks-type Ivater ob.iec-
tionable. Of course, the presence of H2S and organic scum, present in some
places, are personally objectionable also. "Average" \-Iater on the floodplain
is reported at 2 - 6 ppm. Hater from bedrock sources, though hard, contains
amounts of iron sufficiently low to be acceptable under this standard. As
might be expected, wells situated on muck or silt areas of the floodplain con-
tain exceptionally "poo~" water. Given 0.3 ppm as a permissible maximum stan-
dard, iron contents as high as 43 ppm \Iere recorded in Fairbanks.
vlith heavy and prolonged pumping, a well in a moderate-sized lens of gravel",.
(w;th relatively good water) gradually exhausts the immediate water supply ar,d
dra~ls in water from neighboring silty high-organic areas. In this way, the
qual'ity of water from wells deteriorates ~Iith use. It is not likely that
. water quality might improve with well use, and instances of this were not
reported. Gravel pits dug in materials penetrated by old wells indicate that
iron oxides had precipitated on the surrounding gravel. The clogging of
aqUifers by iron oxides has been reported for a large capacity industrial,
well, and its yield dropped from 1800 to 800 gpm in a few years. The high
iron content of local water damages wellS by rusting, and may partially or
completely clog internal screens.
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Ground Hater of the Uplands
The quality and quantity of ground \'later aViay from the floodplain varies
greatly and \'Iell yields are much lower than found on the floodplain. No
\~ells are found operating in the Fairbanks loess (Qf) and in the muck.
Perennially frozen silt, undifferentiated (Qsu), very 10Vi permeability,
high organic content, and permafrost render the Qsu useless as an aquifer.
Reported experience suggests that ~Iater obtained from this bedrock is poor-
er in quality \~hen overlain by silt or muck due to restricted circulation
than "that obtained from alluvium.
Almost all of the \~ells drilled in the upland obtain their \'later from bedrock,
even ~!here bedrock is buried beneath a hundred feet or more of muck or silt.
The Schist bedrock often is deeply ~Ieathered, and it is necessary to drill
through the ~Ieathered zone or depend on crevices in brittle rock. I-there the
rock is not brittle, there may be \'later available. Hmlever, the claylike pro-
ducts of decomposition tend to clog tile ~Iell under these ci j'cumstances.
Artesian conditions exist on many of the middle slopes, with permafrost form-
ing the cap.
Yields from bedrock sources are much smaller than from alluvium. A great many
residential wells yield so little that large storage tanks are maintained in-
side the homes, and a significant number of \'Iells were reported producing 10-15
gpm. The University of Alaska has obtained its water from sources in the
schist bedrock by drilling collector holes laterally from sumps. The sum of
these bedrock sources, including 8 wells, yield about 35-40 gpm. The Univer-
sity is the largest local user of ground \~ater from bedrock sources. HC1.1evet',
its \'later consumption has outstripped supply, and water from the alluvium no\'l
mixed ~/ith that from the bedrock. As water consumption expands, this trend
in lowered quality l1ill continue. In vie_I of the limited supply and uncertain
quality of bedrock water sources, additional large-scale l1ater needs must be
satisfi.ed from the floodplain alluvium. For example, the annual l1ater require-
ment of Fort Haim~right is approximately 650 million gallons. This requirement
is satisfied by the operation of tl10 independent wellS of apprOXimately 150
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feet in depth. Although the water table there begins at 15 to 20 feet belo\~
surface, its quality is unaccertable. Consequently, water is taken from 100
foot levels. Prior to treatment, the water quality is 9.5 parts iron per
million, well in excess of the 0.3 standard.
In Uroan Areas
The avai lability of sufficient quantities of water of suitable quality has
been and continues as a major condition restricting commercial and residen-
ti a1 bui 1di ng. Notwiths tandi ng the SP.1a 11 geograph i c extent of pub 1i c water
and sewer ut il ity servi ces at pres ent, the 1oca 1 geology and soil conditi ons
limi t the areas in which construction might reasonably occur.
These cost and quality barri ers to cons tructi on are referred to as a rati ng
of "buildability" in Table 1. In it, Area Number 1 represents Fairbanks
plus most of the present urban developments near the City. The remaining
urban portions of the North Star Borough government uni t are designated Area
2, an additional eighty square miles excluding very remote and inaccessible
places. Area 1 is' assessed as containing approximately 75 percent buildable
land, and Area 2at 60 percent bui Idable compared l'lith nearly 100 percent
rates for mild climate U.S. cities evaluated on a similar basis of comparison.
In other words, nearly one-third of the ci ty and adjacent urban land area is
unbuildable. This conclusion is attributed directly to permafrost and Sl-Iamp
conditions which directly and adversely affect construction costs and affect
wat~r quality. In this respect I~ater quality problems which are dictated by
the physical en!/ironment of the Fairbanks area, are Widespread and inhibit a
. geograph ic expans i on of th e community.
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TABLE 1
ESTH1ATED SQUARE f1ILES AND PERCENT OF SELECTED FAIRBANKS-
NORTH STAR BOROUGH AREAS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO
SOIL TYPE AND BUILDABILITY
Soil Classification Area #1 * Area #2*+ Area #3+
Sq. Mi. Percent Sq. Mi. Percent Sq. 11 i . Percent
Buil dab 1e
1. Floodplain,
(except swamp
floodplain) 19.0 67.8 18.0 36.7 37.0 48.1
2. Fairbanks Loess 2.1 7.5 10.4 21.2 12.5 16.2
3. Birch Creek
Sch i s t 0.3 1.1 1.2 2.4 1.5 1.9
Total BUildable 21,.4 76.4 29.6 60.3 51.0 66.2
Unbui ldable
4. SI'lamp Floodpli'lin+* 1.0 3.6 2.0 4.1 3.0 3.9
5. Si 1t:
Si It, n.e .c. 2.0 7.1 15.0 31.0 17.0 22.2
Frozen 0.2· 0.7 1.3 2.8 1.5 1.9
Organic 2.8 10.0 0.7 1.4 3.5 4.5
6. Peat 0.6 2.1 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.3
Total Unbuildable 6.6 23.5 19.4 40.1 26.0 33.8
Total All
C1as s ifi cat ions 28.0 99.9 49.0 100.4 77.0 100.0
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(Table 1, continued)
* Area #1 is bounded by the northwest corner of (TlN, RH1, Section 32),
the northeast corner of (T1N, R1E, Section 32), the southwest corner
of (TlS, RnJ, Section 17), and the southeast corner of (TlS, R1E,
Secti on 17).
+ Area #3 is bounded by the northwest corner of (T1N, R2W, Section 24),
the northeast corner of (T1N, R1E, Section 22), the southwest corner
of (T1S, R2W, Section 24), and the southeast corner of (T1S, R1E,
Section 22).
*+ Area #2 = Area #3 - Area #1
+* The (swamp) floodplain area is included in unbuildab1e land. Given
sUfficient investment '(drainage and fill), it can be converted readily
to a floodplain class.
SOURCE: E. Holff and R. C. Haring, Natural Resource Base of the Fairhanks-
North Star Borough (1967) based nn comnutations from Geological
Map of the Fairbanks (0-2) Quadrangle, Alaska by T. L. Pewe, (1958).
.."
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Demand for \'1ater in the Fairbanks area is derived principally from the nature
of economic activity which has developed up to the present. For practical
purposes, three features distinguish the region from comparable sized cities
el sewhere. They are;
(l) High degree of non-basic and service industries, including a
very large government employment sector,
(2) Exceptionally sharp seasonal fluctuations in export-related
indus tri es, and
(3) Lovi community income and employment responses to changes in
industry output.
Following several periods of industrial and military expansion and recession,
1950-1963, the Fairbanks economic base shifted heavily into non-military gov-
ernment employment industdes, increasing tourist and recreation activity and
very limited grO\'1th from the traditional basic industries, such as mining,
forest products and agriculture.
The prevailing conditions of the physical environment constitute a major con-
cern for industry, urban planners and household water users. They represent a
major problem to attracting new industry. Local governmental agencies are
directly concerned with offering suitable public utility services, maintaining
public health standards and in planning efficient land use. Taken altogether
the situation obViously represents a strong case for positive public planning,
and outright intervention and regulation of local construction markets far
greater than normally practiced.
This.kind of public intervention is especially appropriate in governing
water supply use and waste disposal. It is especially necessary concerning
indiviqualswho are fully capable of directly and adversely affecting the
water supply of neighbors and potentially causing grievous health risks to
their family and the community at large. fJorse yet, these very conditions
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apparently are kn0\1n to fel'l persons, and a "reasonable person" (e,g., mig-
rant ~lOrker, local resident) could not be expected to be familiar \'Iith them.
The implications of this situation are:
(1) Existing soi 1 and \'Iater conditions increase construction costs
outside city boundaries materially.
(2) Unusual financial risks are borne by those \1ho construct resi-
dencies, i.e., likelihood of not locating water, acquiring
poor quality water and subsequent difficulties in financing.
(3) Significant amounts of land within the Fairbanks urban area
are unbui1dab1e at present. Land so classified corresponds
closely with the areas in ~Ihich Vlater supplies are ample, but
~
likely of poor quality.
(4) The developing and urbanizing portions of the borough contain
a larger proportion of unbui1dab1e land than the present ur-
ban area~ An indirect result of this phenomenon is the neces-
sarily high geo~Jraphic dispersion of homes as residential
areas expand, Le., 1011 household density per acre of urban
land.
(5) Many areas of the Borough might be "upgraded" in terms of
buildability. The f'irst major step in this direction is land
clearing and draining. These activities should precede con-
struction by several years.
Roughly 40 percent of the acreage neighboring the city is classified unbui1d-
able. That is, acreage immediately surrounding existing commercial and resi-
dential areas is generally of progressively poorer quality. High quality land
forbui lding purposes is even more scarce than apparent from Table 1 when one
'.-4:'
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considers the following additional factors:
1. r1uch of the buildable land classified as floodplain probably
is also:
a. very inaccessible, and
b. exposed to high risk of seasonal flooding
2. Significant portions of areas designated 1 and 2 are in
public domain, e.g., Fort Haim'lright, University lands;
although University lands include sizeable s\~amp and peat
areas.
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WATER SUPPLY CONDITIONS AND PRODUCTION
While the Fairbanks area is rated as a dry climate, substantial fluctuations
occur in precipitation seasonally and year to year. These water supply vari-
ations apparently are coextensive with tempel'ature changes. Thus the natural
water flow and supply conditions are highly variable for flood control pur-
poses, and to particular residential wells. However, these same conditions
are regular and predictable for ourposes of public and comnercial wells of
100 ft. or greater depth in the urban floodplain.
IN COLD CLIMATE CONDITIONS
The local cold periods cause several special vlater supply conditions, and
require special purpose \~ater production and distribution facilities. A
seasonal decline in economic' activity occurs as these problems of seasonal
cold (frost heave and freezing) increase in the vlinter. In other words, at
the very time when mechanical problems of water production and distribution
are accentuated, the seas ona 1 demands for water s upp ly are materi ally reduced.
For example, the seasonal low in employn~nt is associated with out-migration of
transient workers, 'to the point that the labor force is only 65 percent of its
seasonal high. H6vlever, reported water consumption oatterns change little from
season to season.
These reductions in water demand are not apparent from the municipal utility
use statistics becal]se changes in water consumotion are most prevalent out-
side of the City boundaries. Also, a high level of water production is main-
tai ned due to water requi rements in the steam heati ng pl ants at Fai rbanks and
College and the cold weather requirement for nearly continuous operation of
facil iti es.
cold climate also limits the extent to which water facilities might be
spread' geograph ically. For practi ca1 purposes, the extent of the water di s-
bution system i~ limited by:
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1. Engineering requirements to circulate warm water in cold ground
where remote reheating facilities have not been constructed.
In other words, the heat loss factor limits the distance to
which water might be pumped from a central water utility supply
system prior to freezing.
2. Dramatically increasing financial burden, in turn, attributed
to:
a. Heating cost retjuirements and additional investment
i~ distributional facilities (as in 1 above),
b. From the immediate dOl'lntovln core, residential areas
are, by and large, more sparsely settled, and there-
fore incremental revenues vlould decline \'1ith such
an extension of the water svste~.
A cost and volume -allocation of municipal water facilities are shown in the
following tI'IO tables. Compared with industrial and coo1llercial costs in other
U.S. urban areas ,-the local cost conditions are extremely high. Unti 1 very
recently the differenti al between commerci a1 and househol d water rates, and
_for "interruptable" versus oermanent service, were insignificant. In other
words, a developed water rate structure had not been introduced. It is noted
that these water rates are significantly higher than comparable water uti lity
prices found in neighboring military reservations.
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0.50
0.17
0.02
0.47
2.26***
0.11
0.19
0.13
0.01
0.11
0.07
0.27
0.08
0.06
1965
0.11
0.03
0.01
1966
0.02 0.04
0.02 0.02
0.00 0.01
0.07 0.05
0.21 0.22
0.12 0.10
0.05 0.05
0.13 0.19
0.12 0.12
0.00 0.00
0.11 0.08
0.15 0.14
0.52 0.52
0.11 0.16
0.46 0.50
2.09* 2.20**
0.11 0.10
1967
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ON:
DISTIlIBUTION:
Labor
Accounting
Sales
nistration & Overhead
Misce 11 aneous
SOURCE: Municipal Utilities System, City of Fairbanks, Alaska; Brown, E. S.,
FeaSibilit~ Study of Hater Supply Alternatives for the University of
Alaska, (0 lege; unpublished U~. Thesis, University of Alaska, 1967.
P0l1er
Labor
Chemi ca1
Miscellaneous
TABLE 2
HATER PRODUCTION COSTS FOR THE CITY OF FAIRBANKS
1965 - 1967
($ per 000 gal.)
Power
Labor
Hi s ce 11 aneous
COSTS:
Depreci ati on
Franchi se Taxes
Social Security & ~lisc.
. Interes t
TOTAl,.
'TOTAL MAINTENANCE COST
. (as part of the above)
i* Costs are based on a total yearly production of 355,958,000 ga 11 ons.
[1**·· Cos ts are based on a total yearly production of 336,260,000 9a11 ons.
'*'** Costs are based on a total yearly production of 312,518,000 gallons.
. Cost Categories
TABLE 3
SELECTED WATER TREATMENT PLANT PRODUCTION DATA
1965 - 1967
SOURCE 1967 1966 1965
Total Gallons Treated 460,650,000 394,031,000 390,400,000
Hater to Distribution
System (in gallons) 435,000,000 377 ,350,000 355,400,000
Hater used for Filter
I-las h (i n ga 11 0 ns ) 3,250,000 1 ,728,000 2,150,000
Peak Daily Demand 1 ,817,000 1,565,000 1,318,000
Hinimum Daily Demand 1,022,000 965,000 790,000
Average Dai ly Demand 1,238,000 1 ,043,000 971 ,000
Chemicals Used:
(in rounds)
Lime, Hydrated 457,900 433,500 407,550
Ferri c Sulfate 89,865 78,650 83,050
Sodium SIli cate 39,750 29,760 57,900
Sodium Silicoflu.CJride 5,041 4,693 4,769
Chl ori ne 11 ,235 9,123 11 ,170
Chemi ca1 Cos ts:
(per hundred pounds)
lime, Hydrated $ 3.54
Ferri c Su 1fa te 6.14
Sodium Silicate - 6.16
Sodium Silicofluoride 14.71
Chlori ne 13.00
SOURCE: Municipal Utilities System Water Treatl1'ent Plant, City of Fairbanks,
Alaska.
~-
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In addition to the factors noted earl i er, certai n speci a1 ri sks and uncertai n-
ties are borne in the operation of water utilities in the sub-arctic environ-
ment. The operating system during the winter must be maintained and repaired
on short notice and at risking severe weather damage to the facilities invest-
ment. Although the chance happening of extensive flood damages did occur in
1967, there are recurring operational problems due to:
(ll Frost-heave and allied freezing and,
(2) Chronic earth movements, including earthquakes.
On balance, the degree and frequency to \'ihich these special risks and uncer-
tainties have prevailed leads one to reasonably conclude that the geographical
extent of the public water supply and waste facilities system ought to be held
to a mi ni mum.
PRIVATE UTILITl ES
The city boundaries limit the extent which the municipal utilities might ex-
pand water supply and waste disposal services. Consequently, various private
utility arrangements havp. arisen beyond those urban boundaries. Some of these
arrangements have worked reasonably \'iell, and others lasted only briefly.
COITuITon Property ATrangemen ts
In several housing areas around Fairbanks, such as Ballaine Lake Subdivision,
homeovmers enjoy common water and also, occasionally, joint waste disposal
'facilHies. In this way, groups of residents have combined together in sharing
larger common facilities for an entire subdivision. This common property
is ad hoc in nature, and compares quite favorably with individual
water systems in terms of substantial cost savings. In addition, it apparently
compares well, cost-wise, with city utility rates. For the more remotely'
situated, but developing residential areas, this service arrangement is prob-
ably th'e only way that dependab 1e and cons i s tently good qua 1ity water faci 1-
Hies might be attained for the vast majority of homeO\mers. Unfortunately,
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experimentation along these lines has occurred only recently, and almost no
older homes and neighborhoods have participated in these ventures.
Uni vers ity Uti] iti es
The University of Alaska operates its ovm vlater supply and \~aste transfer
system at the main campus in College, Alaska. To a large extent "free" water
is transferred by many persons working in and around the campus and then in
turn to residences where poor water quality is found. In addition, University
steam requirements and water demands of student and faculty housing are
substantial.
Its vlater system is independent of surrounding private residential areas.
The water supply conditions are not adequate quantity for projected growth
. of University operations, and a trend in quality deterioration already is
appa rent.
·,
College Utilities
The College Utilities Company was developed principally as a waste disposal
plant under the holding company auspices of the Northern Alaska Development
Corporation. In recent :tears several organizational changes have taken place,
and for practi ca 1 purposes Coll ege Util iti es serves the Uni vers ity of Al aska
and University Park School, \'Iith practical connections which might occur to
surrounding residential areas. A saleable water supply is not available from
the College Utilities Company at present. However, at regular intervals it
has been proposed that the City should market water for a wholesale price at
the "city line". and a private utility of this type would be the natural
"distributor" for this kind of service. The matter of utility jurisdiction,
and the sale of utility services beyond the Municipal Utility operating sys-
is discussed subsequently.
The extension of Fairbanks public utilities services has not occurred without
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po1iti ca 1 controversy. For practi ca 1 purpos es, these iss ues ha ve centered
recently on matters of:
(1) annexation and urban taxation, and
(2) the sale of utility services beyond the city limits by special
al'rangement.
The annexation issue is well depicted in reviewing the Hamilton Acres annexa-
tion and utility debate of 1965-1966. FollOldng several "false starts" at
annexat ion of this area, a Huni ci pa 1 Util i ti es Sys tem survey of Hamil ton Acres
residents was conducted. It amounted to the "vote" of residents on the ques-
tion of whether to connect to public uti lities services. A survey taken in
the winter of 1965 indicated that approximately 85 percent of respondents
favored public sewer, and approximately 75 percent city water. The extension
of these utility services Vlould result in direct corollary increases in real
estate taxes. As a result of this situation, there was substantial resistance
to further annexation of the city beyond its current limits from organized
residential areas, and the Municipal Utilities System did not expand its ser-
in one neighboring residential area after another.
Considering the problem in brief historical perspective, it is unfortunate
that so 'Pe\<, adjacent residflnt"i al areas were annexed and that extension of
public utility services were not extended prior to the flood of August, 1967.
Repair and replacenent of onlv public facilities since then obviously would
/l1ave been much less costly upon individuals and the urban tax rolls.
; QUALITY PROBLEMS FOR BUSINESSES AND HOUSEHOLDS
;;Virhe busi ness and h~usehold sectors of the conmunity face speci al restri ctive
. water supply conditions, most of which are quality in nature. For sunmary .
purposes, these problems are listed for two areas:
(1) areas served by the Municipal Utilities System, and
-23-
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(2) areas served by individual wells, if at all.
Business and residences situated on the Municipal Utilities System are at a
disti nct advantage in most instances. The dra\'lbacks of city water supply are
relatively fel'l, namely;
(1) discoloration which would affect almost no industrial uses,
and
(2) taste and odor generally considered less desirable than Univ-
ersity or Pioneer Hells quality, but well within minimum public
hea lth s tanda rds .
In addition, whether residents have public sewer available or not, city water
is general insurance against the risks of serious and harmful contamination.
In certain areas, especially Hamilton Acres, selected individual wells once
provided water of.a higher quality than available from the City. Under these
circumstances, mandatory connection regulations initially seem to contradict
good sens e. For the most part, the benefits of a mandatory util ity connecti ons
rule far outweigh individual injuries in special circumstances. However, the
geographic availability of utility connections in 1966-1967 is nowhere close to
ding service to the majority of local residents in recently established
dential sections.
ide of the city limits water supply problems are more severe. An increas-
n9 number of commercial enterprises are located in this area, and the largest
of new residential construction occurs there. In the process of this
tudy, homeowners i ndi cated several major water crob lems. The pri nci pa 1 ones
(1) A high proportion of households, in acquiring a water source
were forced to purchase;
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(a) a well of unknown depth in being dri lled, and
(b) make several attempts at locating water, or
(c) a well with poor or unsuitable water flow or quality.
For example, houses constructed prior to locating adequate
water often utilized external corridors from a second well to
the residence. Many homes remained \~ithout an individual oper-
ating well of any type five years after initial construction.
Approximately one-half of the households visited recently re-
ported seri ous cos t di ffi culti es in one of the above th ree
categori es.
(2) Water supply problems represent a serious barrier to real
estate fi nanci ng.' With an "adequate" well and its requi red
water qua 1ity, 10n g term rea 1 es tate fi nanci ng, such as FHA
financing is nearly prohibited. In one recent instance, a
home was built on a cons tructi on loan accordi ng to the FHA
design and specifications, but a trace of detergent appeared
in the wen which forbade permanent financing. In many in-
stances reported, residences were sold by escrow (personal
mm'tgage) simply because the real estate could not be marketed
at a reasonab 1e pri ce under any other contract terms.
Still worse, severa'j homes visited, which were FHA financed,
probably could not be refinanced at any later time unless
public uti 1ity services would be extended greatly. In exam-
ining post-flood reconstruction and S.B.A. recovery financing
since August, 1967, special financing was made available. The
amount and degree of res i dence repa irs, cons i deri ng the magni-
tude of damages, has created a situation much more severe than
existed before the flood.
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(3) The public health and personal risks in utilizing a private
domestic well are potentially quite serious. The very soil
and underground condi ti ons whi ch 1i mi t ~Iater flow and its
quality also control the discharge of human wastes. Shallow
groundwater wells, frequent in certain established sections
of Fairbanks are particularly exposed to these risks. Addi-
tional bUilding in develoned residential areas not served by
public utilities and the continuation of the present situation
almost certainly will lead to a progressive worsening of these
prob 1ems. Urban growth, norma lly associ ated with hi gher pO[1-
ulation dens ity per acre, \'Ii 11 aggravate these conditi ons. An
offsetting factor, which reduces population density, is wide
incidence of unbuildable land.
(4) The Fairbanks flood of August, 1967 caused extensive damage to
public and private investment in water wells, water distribu-
tion facilities and se,'ler services. A summary of estimated
damages,is shown in Tables 4 and 5.
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Percent
of Total
134.0 71.6
30.0 16. 1
164.0 87.7
7.8 4.2
15.0 8.0
.2 .1
23.0 12.3
187.0 100.0
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Estimated Value
(In r1illions of Dollars)
Surveys a yea r hence may i ndi cate damage and loss wh i ch were not appa rent
initially.
SOURCE: U. S. Army Corps of Engineers estimates.
TABLE 4
INITIAL* ESTIMATES OF PROPERTY DAMAGE AND LOSS IN THE
FAIRBANKS AREA DUE TO THE AUGUST 1967 FLOOD
Category of
Flood Damage
"
TOTAL
Pub lie Sector:
Municipal Government Assets
Federal at
Fort Wai nwri ght
Eielson Air Force Base,
Pri vate Sector:
Personal Property
Rea 1 Es tate
TABLE 5
PRIVATE SECTOR FLOOD DAMAGE AND LOSS ESTIMATES
IN FAIRBANKS AND SURROUNDING AREAS
FALL, 1967
SOURCE; State Compilat'"ons from Flood Damage Field Check List, August, 1967;
and Floo.d Dama\le Questionnaire.
Flood Loss:
by Property Type and Ownership
idential losses
·Conme rei al/i ndustri a1 losses
Tax exempt, trai 1ers, land
damage and site damage
Household goods and personal effects
Commercial/industrial, personal property,
automobiles, airplanes and trailers
Total Real and Per.sona1 Property Losses
Estimated Value Percent
(I n f1i 11 ions of Dollars of Total
23.4 34.8
5.0 7.5
.8 1.2
29.2 43.5
20.7 31.0
;."
17.2 25.5
37.9 56.5
67.1 100.00
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After a discussion of the flood damage problems with knO\~ledgeable executives
of the area's financial institutions, it is the author's opinion that the
fo 11 ow ing conditi ons prevail and are seri ous new prob 1ems for the Fai rbanks
area at this ti me:
Taken together, the above situation clearly constitutes a variety of public
policy problems for local state and federal government. The direct economic
implications alone constitute a critical factor inhibiting the growth of this
northern urban area. Indirect problems are very widespread, and they obviously
detract from the "quality" of environment in Fairbanks at prevailing costs-of-
living. Four problem areas, though indirectly generated, appear especially
signi ficant.
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(2) New construction and much of the repair and modernization act-
ivities since the flood have occurred at geographically disper-
sed areas which are situated well beyond the flooded area.
Much of the new res i denti a1 bui 1di ng is tak i ng place outs i de
of the recently flooded residential areas, and a shifting of
population favors outlying higher-ground areas. Providing
this intra-regional movement continues, certain housing areas
(1) Many of the damaged residences have declined in their "market-
ability." In particular, the houses in residential areas such
as Hamilton Acres and Island Homes are of substantially lower
market value in 1968 than they were a year prior to the flood.
This situation is especially serious when one considers the
relatively high amount of total mortgage in relation to present
market value. For example, instances were reported where the
total amount of first and S.B.A. second morgages actually ex-
ceed the expected resale value of the repaired properties.
Therefore, one would expect that some of these residences could
not be sold to a new owner even without downpayment or by
assumption-of-mortgage. In other words, the actual net value
of certain properties is practically nothing.
which were extensively flood damaged may come to suffer from
long-term low-occupancy rates, or vlill become predominantly
renta 1· properti es .
(3) Newly created mortgages have placed many Fai rbanks residents
in a position of financial tightness in terms of their fixed
debt load relative to anticipated monthly income. In other
words, the total monthly payments for mortgage and utilities
of a significant number of families have risen to a point of
near i nsol vency. In the process of repai ri ng homes, rep 1ace-
IlEnt of water and vias te facil iti es often becomes a "1 as t"
priority, and remains undone 12 months after the flood. Dur-
ing the fall, 1967, construction starts in Fai rbanks increased
slightly, but demonstrated that on most occasions repair and
modernization work Ivas actually being delayed. In the past
ten months, since the flood, construction costs have increased
and an associated inflation in housing costs is mounting.
(4) KnOl~ledgeable persons also admit that financial relief avail-
able tohomeoi'lners has amounted in SOIlE cases to legal and
contractual d-cscrimination. For example, it is readily appar-
ent that homeo1,mers who had borrot-Ied on F. H.A. and G. 1. loans
(and who had a large debt outstanding) fared much "better"
than persons who had purchas ed res i dences by pri vate trans ac-
tion (e.g., escrovl) or by "conventional" mortgage. In other
words, the amount of emergency flood protection, whether for-
bearance or new secondary financing, was very much improved
in the case of federally-supported mortgage financing. Ob-
viously, this situation works to the detrillEnt of private
financtng and favors federal involvewent in local mortgage
markets. Many honEowners were placed in a no-choice position
in new financing, i.e., a no-bargaining position because of
the immediate need for housing.
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CONSUMPTION AND CONDITIONS INFLUENCING DENAND
historical pattern of land use as described has restricted the extent
to which possible utility connections might develop ~lithin the Fairbanks
It was noted that even its urban neighborhoods are not densely settled
most standards of comparison. In other ~/ords, substantial additional
1ding might occur within the city limits.
the decade 1958-1968, the growth in the Fairbanks area and corollary
consumption have increased regul arly and dramati cally. However, the
r supply system, and consequently the demand segments of water users
been highly fragmented.
Urban areas of the 35,ODO population class in other parts of the United States
i~.r~en contain a well-developed and planned water and \'iaste disposal system. By
,corrparison, the Fai rbanks area woul d be characteri zed as hi ghly fragmented and
·~~centralized. In particular, the central urban supply of water is served by
a municipal utilities system; a distinct and separate University ~/ater supPly
,~;~tem exists; a variety of common facility joint ventures are found in
~j,~~ntial subdivisions; and, finally, one observes hundreds of individual
~11~.
"iiyeiwater supply facilities depend upon a variety of different water sources,
~~,;~herefore are highly distinct and separable. These faci lities represent
~~~~r[SUb-systems that are often competing and overlappin9, such as individual
~l1~.'being contami nated by immediate nei ghbors' sewage and ,,/aste di sposa1.
')f""'''<'''::.~.11tiexamp1es of this sort of conflicting use probably occurred to a limited
~t~~.t in other urban areas, in Fairbanks its incidence is sufficiently broad
~qe()nStitute a major public utility and social problem.
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The users (or buyers) of water services represent demand for water services
which have been committed to very different facilities investments. In other
Ylords, the homeowner who has constructed a \-Iell has conrnitted himself to an
i nd i vi dual sys tem for an ext ens i ve reri od, \-Ih i1 e in- toym homeOl~ners recei ve
municipal water connections. In this respect, the separate markets for I-later
pricing occur in terms of hOI-I \-/ater utilities and services are bought and
financed. In observing recent trends of neYI residential and conrnercial
construction in Fairbanks, the vast proportion of buildings have appeared
outside of the municipal utilities service district. Therefore, the market
fragnnentation already observed is continuing at an accelerated pace.
~
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TRENDS IN POPULATION AND EMPLOYMENT
The record of Dopulation groYlth in Fairbanks is shO\~n in Table 6.
expansion had occurred since 1950, with regional employment growth
since 1960. From this, several conclusions are draym:
A rapi d
slOl~ing
(1) The pO[Julation of the Fairbanks area increased by 35,000 from
1940 to 1960, and this comprises a major growth trend. How-
ever, the trend in pO[Julation grO\lth was not maintained from
1960 to 1967, and out-migration became a serious economic cle-
ve 10 pl~etl t prob 'j em.
(2) The city's population has increased principally through annex-
ation.
(3) From 1962-1966, the labor force greYI more than employment.
s last condition was a major cause of the increased rate of out-migration,
it severely restricts additional population growth.
analysis of employment statistics clearly indicates several changes in the
ecclnoimic base \-Ihich appears to govern the longer term development of the area.
summary purposes, the significant changes are:
(1) The relatively large public employment component is shifting
away from major dependence upon military expenditures to a
greater reliance upon non-military public spending.
(2) The trade and service industries have expanded markedly. This
condition is partially attributable to "tourism and recreation"
activities, which are increasing in economic importance. The
finance-real estate and service sectors of the community will
continue to expand.
(3) Even considering the slowing dOl'1n of population and employment
gra~th since 1963, a gradual expansion of economic activity
will conti nue.
cipa1 water consumption and overall use' will grow even more rapidly than
·ident population due to:'
(1) Annexati.on and probab 1y extens i on of di s tri buti on facil iti es
in the city,
(2) Destruction and deterioration of private wells, especially
associ ated \~ith the 1967 flood.
(3) Increasing private well contamination.
",.
1
of employment growth fot' the regi on woul d seem to requi re a
of 8 to 10 thousand persons in the community in order to provide the
additional workers for the predicted industry expansion. This initial
:rt(lr~l~il"t has been terrpered by the housing shortage which has become apparent
the August 1967 flood. Thus, population growth \1ill be restricted by
scarcity of housing, and that is also indirectly manifest in water qua1-
1ems. Based on eXisting per capita water consumption rates and the
of expansion of basic industry, project water demand conditions would
trip existing public facilities in the next 3 to 5 years. For prac-
tical purposes, this amounts to a 20 percent increase in municipal and univ-
ersity water production.
I,
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TABLE 6
POPULATION OF FAIRBANKS AND THE NINETEENTH
ELECTION DISTRICT, 1910-1965
(In Persons)
Census Fai rb anks Percent Change Fai rbanks Percent Change
Year City Li mi ts (annual rate) District (annual rate)
1910 3,541 11 ,000 (approx)
1920 1 ,155 - 6.7 2,182 - 8.0 (approx)
1929 2,101 + 8.2 3,446 + 5.8
1939 3,455 +6.4 5,692 + 6.5
1950 5,771 + 6.7 19,409 +24.1
1960 13,311+ +13.1 43,412 +12.4
1965 17,800 (est) + 9.0 45,000 (es t) + 3.0
*Although the area referred to as the Fairbanks District has not been the same
in every Census, the changes have been roughly in accordance with the spread
of the settled area and '~he increase in popUlation in the p1 aces already set-
tled. The District figures include the citv in each case.
In the 1920 Census the only nlaces in the district which ~Iere large enough
to be listed were Chena and Fairbanks towns and Chena (native), Garden Island
and Graeh1 villages. The figures in the Censuses of 1929, 1939, and 1950
for the Fairbanks Recording District. The 1960 figure is for the Elec-
tion District, but the differences in the boundaries as compared with the
figure for 1950 affected only a few small places, and the increase i pop-
ulation is almost entirely accounted for by the gro~lth in Fairbanks itself,
in Graeh 1 and Hamilton Acres (s i nce i ncorpo rated in the city) and in the
arge suburbs of College and Lemeta-Johnston.
large increase in the city population from 5,771 in 1950 to 13,331 in
1960, is accounted for by a growth of 2,545 (44.1%) in the former area in the
city, and the annexation of some suburban areas with a popUlation of 4,995.
Bureau of Census
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\PRICE AND INCOME ELASTICITIES
The prices charged for Fai rbanks uti 1i ty servi ces (i ncl udi ng water rates) have
not corresponded to the experience reported for other U.S. cities. In general,
the rate structure for the non-water utility services has priced industrial and
conmerical buyers at higher rates than residential customers. In comparison to
the Seattle utility rates (the basis for Alaskan nrice indexes), the cost of
these services to the Fairbanks industrial sector is relatively high and out-
of-line ~Iith Anchorage and other Alaskan urban areas. A summary of this rate
structure is shown in Tables 7,8, and 9.
One might expect the volume of ~Iater utility services consumed to fluctuate
di rectly 11ith the rates charged. In other ~Iords, cons umpti on coul d sh i ft di r-
ectly Vlith changes in personal income and extent of business operations. In
the Fairbanks area these aspects of demand analysis have not been major
determi nants of consumpti 9n over the peri od of this study. In other words,
the need for water utility connections and services has been fai rly "absolute,"
almost irrespective of the prices charged and income changes accruing the users.
By and large, increases in metered water consumption stem mainly from a geogra-
phic extension of utility connections per household. Moreover, the expansions
in business and commercial operations have been slight in recent years. It is
readily apparent that cln increase in water use wi 11 occur as:
(1) Additional emp18yed persons migrate into the Fairbanks city
area, i.e., a popul ati on change affecti ng demand; and
(2) L0\1er quality housing units, represented by some 20 percent
of households \1ithout water services in 1960 vJill be upgraded
or demolished and replaced as indicated earlier in this report.
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TABLE 7
r~UNICIPAL ELECTRIC SERVICE FOR FAIROANKS, AHCHORAGE,
KETCHIKAN, AND SEATTLE FOR 1962, BY PERCENTAGE OF
KILO\'JATT HOURS CONSU11ED BY INDUSTRIAL AND COt1~1ERCIAL
CUSTOMERS (in percent)
Industri a1 Comerci a1
Fai rbanks 11 51
Anchorage 22 40
Ketch ikan 48
Seattl e 24 22
SOURCE: Federal Power Corrmission, Statistics of Electric Utilities in the
United States - 1962.
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TABLE 8
MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC SERVICES, OPERATING EXPENSES PER (000)
KILOliJATT HOUR, 1962, FOR FAIRBANKS, ANCHORAGE, KETCHIKAN AND SEATTLE
(In Doll ars Si m!J 1e Pri ce Index
per 000 k\olh) (Seattl e = 100)
Fai rbanks 33.00 518
Anchorage 18. 91 297
Ketch i kan 11 .25 177
Seattle 6.37 100
SOURCE: Federal POvler Commission, Statistics of Electric Utilities in the
United States - 1962.
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TABLE 9
t1UNICIPAL ELECTRIC SERVICE CHARGES PER THOUSAiW
KILOVIATT HOURS FOR FAI RBANKS, ANCHORAGE, KETCHI KAN,
AND SEATTLE ACCORDING TO CLASS OF CUSTOMER, 1962
Overall Resi denti al COrmJerci al Industri al
(rates)
Fai rbanks $ 50.80 $ 54.60 $ 127.68 $ 58.70
Anchorage 25.62 29.78 29.33 23.77
Ketchikan 38.44 19.54 18.63 n. a. ,
Seattle 9.23 9.53 12.81 5.52
INDEX NU/'1BERS
(Seattle = 100, by Column)
.
Overa11 Res i denti al Cormerci a1 Indus tri a1
Fai rbanks 550 573 997 1 ,063 ~i
Anchorage 276 312 229 431
Ketch i kan 416 205 145
Seattl e 100 100 100 100
Federal POl1er Commission, Statistics of Electric Utities in the
United States - 1962.
•
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POST-FLOOD ADJ USniENTS
Tile August 1967 flood in Fairbanks, Alaska, caused considerable damage to
Dublic and private water production facilities. However, this natural dis-
aster also altered several conditions influencing the del'land for \vater
service and .immediately anticinated plu!1icipal "ater use. For sUr.lmary nur-
[loses, these demand-related chanqes are:
(1) Tile loss of, or substantial dal'lape to, many private \1ells
and cesspool-septic tank systems. In this 'tIa'!, losses of
individual real estate have dl'asticallv changed the demand
conditions for public utilitv service connections more
strongly than previously.
(2) A significant number of hO/:loo\'lIlers occupy facilities \'Ihich
cannot be readily repaired, or obtain "ater from facilities
which have been "conde/:med" for hunan consur.lDtion. In
addition, rebuilding original facilities is unlikely or
financially i,"practical.
(3) Thel'e has ap[leared an increasin'1 general a\'lareness of Fair-
banksans of th e "pub1i c need" for an extens i on of muni ci pa 1
utilities services. In previ ous neriods, individuals in
certain neighborhoods were affected by water quality prob-
lems, but the recent natural disaster has adversely affected
a very large cross-section of the nonulation. As a result
the public \'Iater supply and \'/aste disposal facilities re-
cei ved an increase in aprarentpri ority for governmental
action.
(4) An increasing prODortion of no"/ residential starts and build-
ing modernization occurs outside tile city limits, and this
has increased the demand for "fragmented" water systems. New
individual wells and separate disposal units will continue to
appear at di verse and scattered locations.
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CONCLUS IONS
Based on the demand and consumption patterns identified in this chapter,
together with information presented in earlier sections of this report, the
following conclus'ions are apparent:
The consumer and commercial demands are extremely favorable for a rapid ex-
tension of public utilities services to outlying neighborhoods in the Fai r-
banks area. HO~lever, water consumption ~lill be more so affected by the
political and jurisdictional decisions of local and state government than
by direct demand determinants for water facilities or increasing "need"
for utility connections.
,
,
!,
,
(2) The orderly programming of water inputs into production is
not a systems problem of a conventional type. In other words,
existing water supply capacity where municipal connections
exist are currently sufficient for commercial and residential
demands and anticipated requirements in the near future. An
extension of utility boundaries, and increased operation of
the local fabricators and commercial enterprises, might occur
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(b) Highly localized pollution from neighbors.
(a) Supply problems with the water table, and quality
deterioration, e.g., flooding; and
(1) 1·later used by industry groups and residential users reflect
the substantial overall "non-basic" character of the Fai r-
banks economy. Hater consumpti on by industri al users is
very small, and a limited number of conflicting uses exist
between users. Natural water supplies, such as used by
private 'wells, have not been materially influenced by indus-
trial development. Instead, individual wells have been sig-
nificantly affected by:
~Iithout extensive "bottlenecks" arising in the quantity of
water available. Water quality problems, other than those
already experienced, are not likely to change significantly.
In other ~lOrds, the sUfficiency of Hater is not a major
barrier to economic development in the Fai rbanks area at
the present time.
(3) vlater drawn from most natural sources requi res treatment for
almost all commercial and residential water uses. Treatment
costs vary seasonally. Substantial amounts of the water
production are devoted to uses such as commercial steam and
for cooling. Water quality differs between the flood plain
sources and those from bedrock, and quality deterioration of
an alarming. rate is most apparent among residential wells on
the floodplain.~ Quality changes of commercial wells were re-
ported at a relatively slow but regular pace. Within reason-
able cost boundaries, additional treatment costs are a satis-
factory·short run remedy in these commercial cases.
(4) Considering the very meager industrial expansion which is ex-
pected to occur in the Fai rbanks area 1970-1975, neither the
cost of Ivater or its availability represent major barriers to
use. There are seasonal problems superimposed upon this issue,.
such as difficulties encountered. in the winter and typical of
th.e cold climate areas, and the fact that the municipal I~ater
distribution system is very limited in geographic extent.
Therefore, a principal indirect barrier to industrial and com-
mercial expansion could be the cost availability of commercial
land where municipal utility connections are available.
(5) Water and s team are pri ced ina manner wh i ch is not di rectly
based on "separab 1e cos t" cons i derati ons. The control of
utility pricing is accomplished directly by the City Council
rather than through a logical pricing system of the utilities
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services or to the customer classes concerned. In other
words, the prices for utilities service have been "legis-
lated" into existence. Outside of the public utility boun-
daries, the price of water services is based upon the indiv-
. idual conditi ons of pri vate vie 11 i nves tment and di rect cos t
of operati ons.
(6) Considering the regulatory situation which exists and the
observable problems in allocation of associated public in-
vestments, several implications for the efficient develop-
went of the Fai rbanks regi ons have been exposed.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUM~1ARY
This survey of demand conditions for \vater in the North Star Borough clearly
indicated a gradual expansion of water consumption and requirenEnts for an
increased rate of public and private investment in facilities. The "/ater
supply systems which exist in urban Fairbanks and flopulated areas of the
Borough are a mi xed pi cture and appea r unus ua lly comp 1i cated by compa ri son
to reports on other U.S. cities. The major comfllications stem directly from
natural conditions of \'Iater supply and associated cold climate problems of
distribution, and to utility and water regulation policy problems.
Hater Use Characteristics
The Fairbanks area private sector is served principally by the public water
system of the Nunicipal Utilities System and individual residence and small
business wells situated at the site of operations. Quite indirectly Pioneer
viells, a private company, and the University of Alaska also supply private
persons. An entirely independent water system operates at Ft. Haim·tright,
Alaska, immediately adjacent to the City.
Taken altogether the ~Iater supply facilities, although overbui lt in certain
respects and competing in other aspects, are technically sufficient for thE
present and short run demands of the urban area. More specifically, prac-
tically every well that has been drilled on the floodplain near Fairbanks
has a high yield. Residences situated on higher ground above the floodplain
area face a mixed prospect and higher costs of locating suitable water for
domestic consumption.
For the most part, the quantity of groundwater available in the floodplain
is not a problem. However, hlo factors do represent problems to the public
and pri vate sector ali ke. They are:
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(1) Permafrost; and
(2) Poor water quality.
The permafrost and ice crystal problems are representative of this cold
climate region and principally affect domestic I'lells. Poor .Iater quality
is a more general problem, and .lith rare exceptions, such as Pioneer Wells
and the public spring at Fox.
The quality of public and domestically pumped water varies considerably, and
the survey conducted clearly indicates quality varies seasonally and year to
year. For practical purposes, most of the groundwater from the floor of the
Tanana Valley is characterized by moderate to high hardness, low sulfate to
bicarbonate content, and moderate to high i ron content. The iron content
often is associated with organic materials; rusty colored water and person-
ally offensive odor are ty'pica1 in several residential areas. The local
designation of Fairbanks-type water is not a homogeneous classification for
purposes of this report, and economically significant differences in quantity
and quality characteristics were apparent.
The vast majority of water supplied to the private sector reqUired moderate
levels of treatment. Due to local well contamination and the limited spatial
extent of public transmission lines, nearly one-fifth of households inter-
vievled were not using their domestic wells for human consumption purposes.
Trends in water consumption over the period of study and through 1967 indi-
cated gradually increasing water usage of all public facilities at a pace
slightly higher than the very meager overall popUlation grOl"th. Changes in
private industry during this same period were negligible, and industrial
demands are not expected to change markedly in the next several years. Nevi
basic industry, should it appear in the area, almost certainly would be sit-
uated well beyond the City limits. Groundwater is adequate for direct and
untreated use in irrigation and mining operations. Occasional conflicts
have and will continue to arise in the area of dredging versus domestic uses
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in neighboring areas. For the most rart, these conflicts ~Iill occur far
beyond the urban port i on of Fai rbanks, and its res i denti a1 areas and tra-
veled highways.
Trends in Consumption and Demand
An expansion in measured consumption will occur gradually with dramatic
increases associated with extensions of the existing water distribution
system, when that occurs. The 2,500 custol'1er connections of the Nunicipal
Utilities System in 1967 clearly reflects the restricted extent of public
"services" in this area.
The orice of publicly delivered l'later (where connections are avai lable) is
relati vely high by comparison ~Iith other Alaskan cities and urban areas in
other states". However, the cost of public I'/ater remains highly competitive
to most local businesses -and practically all residences ~Ihen viewed as an
opportunity cost. That is, public I-later is less costly than installation
and operations of domestic I-Iells for most parties, and especially \-/hen con-
sidered in conjunction with health risks prevalent in shall0\1 wells typical
of the older developed neighborhoods. HO~lever, several public policy issues
are apparent in local government regulation and nlanning.
pUb 1i c Pol icy and Regi ona 1 Prob 1ems
The policy problem \~hich has received the most notice concerns a "mandatory
c.onnection rule" of the City. Several conditions have led to its develop-
ment:
(1) Urban annexation, and hence taxation, has occurred in one
neighborhood after another without a corresponding increase
in public services. For example, while Hamilton Acres was
annexed some years ago, City water is not yet available to
all residents of the neighborhood.
(2) Homeowners have constructed domestic wells and domestic
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waste facilities in these same areas prior to annexation,
and the prospect of receiving timely and comparable public
'util ity servi ces has been very doubtful. Therefore, res-
idents of these areas were forced to purchase initial pri-
vate water sources, and then subsequently were exposed to
mandatory connection rulings. Obviously, the sequence of
events has led to substantial public and private waste of
financial resources.
(3) Poo r water quality and contami nat ion \1ere ve ry rea 1 urban
problems, in neighborhoods such as Hamilton Acres, ,through-
out 1965-1966. Since the flood of August, 1967, apparently
the situation has come to vitally affect two-thirds of res-
idents of several housing areas visited. In particular,
the likelihood of deterioration of private domestic water
and ~Ias te fac'il iti es, once di ffi cult to assess, has indeed
occurred. It is clearly unwise public policy to allow wide-
spread rebuilding of domestic wells and sewage facilities in
these areas.
A '/ ess ob vi ous deve 1opment prob 1em exi s ts in te rms of the s pati a1 all ocati on
of Fairbanks industry and residential areas. For example, housing areas
such as Lemeta and Johnston Subdivisions reflect fairly low population den-
sity and relatively long transmissions distances per residence ~Ihich might
be served. This problem of dorrestic service is magnified in the subdiv-
isions along College Road and within a 3 mile radius of the University. The
planning problem is not unique to Fairbanks: For sparse population densi-
ties, public utility service costs increase dramatically. The cost increases
are additionally magnified in Fairbanks due to cold climate and permafrost
conditions, already discussed.
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CONCLUS IONS
Viev/ed principally from an economic vieW[1oint, four major conclusions are
apparent from this study. TheY are:
(l) ~rn.all Hater. Consumpti on Grolo/th, but An Increased Demand for
Sorre Production and Extensive Distributional Facilities.
The population and employment forecasts for the North Star
Borough, and associated industry development, would not
nearly exhaust present groundwater supplies or production
facilities. However, the present water system and organ-
ization of economic units in Fai rbanks \-li 11 require in some
cases demolition and rebuilding (especially residential
service),·extension of distributional lines or substantial
repair and maintenance of existing domestic service. There-
fore, the costs of vlater utility services are expected to
rise more rapidly than recent materials and labor cost in-
creases suggest.
(2) Certain-Risks of Health and Financial Losses Due to Well
Dri 11 i n9 Uncertai nty Are Incorrectly Borne bv Households.
Knoviledgeable persons have reported at regular intervals
that water consumed in certain Fairbanks residential areas
is and has been unfit for human consumption. The health
risks of this practice are unrealistic on several grounds:
(b) Its continued practice represents a health risk to
neighbors, public schools and the corrinunity at
lar,ge.
(a) Typical adults are not expected to understand the
. .
gra vi ty of thei r acts as potenti ally i njuri ng
themselves; and
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Obviously, thorough sampling and health standards enforcement
are long overdue in this area.
(3) Public and Private Investments in Hater Production and Dis-
tribution Facilities OverlilD in Some Areas and Do Not Exist
at All in Others, and Thereby Represent a r1istake in Urban
Planning.
Recently annexed nei ghborhoods in Fai rbanks are represented
by residences constructed rather recently, i.e., the vast
proportion since 1956. Thus, in approximately ten years the
urban water system is both inefficient, and in many cases
inoperable. Taken in time perspective, a high proportion
of home-o~mers surveyed had pai d the "ccis ts" of \~ater fad 1-
ities which deteriorated fully 10 percent annually. Even
without foresight about the 1967 flood, the pattern of res-
idential construction versus distribution of water utility
servi ces has operated poorly. The res ult has been economi c
discrimination among consumer groups and unduly costly hous-
ing cbnsidel"ing the services rendered.
(4) Hater Quality is a Very Real and Significant Development Pro-
'blem for SUb-arcti c Urban Areas.
The costs of ~Iater for human cons umpti on and indus tri a1 uses
in this northern community are substantial both in direct
terms and indirect barriers to development. In order of
appa rent pri ori ty they are:
(a) \'Iater facilities are a substantial and high cost
element in housing construction, most of \·,hich is
now occurring outside of the City limits and pub-
lic utility boundaries. Risks of not locating
suitable water on superficially desirable resi-
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dential land are uniquely high, and this situation
aprears typical of interior sub-arctic areas. 11al-
,fundion and rapid rhysical ~/ear and tear of water
facil iti es are wi des pread.
(b) I-later utility servi ces are economi ca lly confi ned to
the immediate urban area due to cold climate limit-
ations. Thus, the development of a geographically
di spersed cOl!T1unity works di redl y toward creati ng
inefficient water production and distribution.
(c) Enormous fi nanci a1 "trade~offs" have appeared be-
tween the short run immediate considerations and
satisfactory .longer term water facilities invest-
,ment. In parti cul ar, homeowners have repeatedly
"settled" for shallo~1 wells in the floodplain where
\1ater is fi rs t located, yet deteri orati on of the
source and poor !'1ater quality are quite likely to
occur in a few years. Minimum well standards might
have aided this situation, but local government
jurisdiction and corresponding ordinances have ap-
peared only recently.
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